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Camels: One Hump or Two?

Six Minute Solution

Camels are funny looking mammals with humps on their backs.  Camels are large animals.

They are (seven) or eight feet tall. They have  (small) heads but long, curved necks. Their 

(legs) are long, but their bodies  are (heavy). Camels are used for riding or (for) carrying heavy

loads.  There are two (kinds) of camels. Camels with one hump (live) in  Arabia, Asia, and

North America. (These) camels have long legs and are  (good) for riding. One-hump camels

can run 8 (or) 10 miles an hour. They  can travel 100 (miles) each day. Riding a camel is (not)

like riding a horse.  First, a (camel) has to kneel down before the (rider) can get on its back. 

These (camels) have hard pads-on their knees and (chest). The camel's feet  are wide, with 

(two) toes. This helps to keep them (from) sinking into the  sand. The camel (moves) its right

legs together and then (its) left legs. Riding  on a camel (is) like rolling or swaying from side 

(to) side.  Two-hump camels live in Central (Asia). They are used to cold  climates (and) rocky

land. Camels with two humps (have) shorter legs with  hard sales on (their) feet. They are

used as pack. (animals). These camels can  carry four- or (five-hundred) pounds on their

backs. They can (walk) two or  three miles an hour.   
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Camels: One Hump or Two?

Six Minute Solution

Camels are funny looking mammals with humps on their backs.  Camels are large animals.

They are (with, seven, humps) or eight feet tall. They have  (from, camel's, small) heads but

long, curved necks. Their (climates, legs, them) are long, but their bodies  are (heavy, riding,

kinds). Camels are used for riding or (sinking, shorter, for) carrying heavy loads.  There are

two (travel, hump, kinds) of camels. Camels with one hump (live, day, on) in  Arabia, Asia,

and North America. (These, Miles, Back) camels have long legs and are  (moves, central,

good) for riding. One-hump camels can run 8 (or, their, of) 10 miles an hour. They  can travel

100 (animals, not, miles) each day. Riding a camel is (not, right, and) like riding a horse. 

First, a (swaying, an, camel) has to kneel down before the (rider, hour, four-) can get on its

back.  These (camels, in, eight) have hard pads-on their knees and (large, chest, good). The

camel's feet  are wide, with (two, funny, together) toes. This helps to keep them (carry,

america, from) sinking into the  sand. The camel (horse, pack, moves) its right legs together

and then (camels, before, its) left legs. Riding  on a camel (this, long, is) like rolling or

swaying from side (to, hard, pounds) side.  Two-hump camels live in Central (like, riding,

Asia). They are used to cold  climates (or, arabia, and) rocky land. Camels with two humps 

(its, has, have) shorter legs with  hard sales on (knees, one, their) feet. They are used as

pack. (animals, loads, down). These camels can  carry four- or (a, five-hundred, can)

pounds on their backs. They can (sales, seven, walk) two or  three miles an hour.   
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